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Quantum nonlocality, Bell inequalities, and the memory loophole
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In the analysis of experiments designed to reveal violation of Bell-type inequalities, it is usually assumed
that any hidden variables associated with thenth particle pair would be independent of measurement choices
and outcomes for the first (n21) pairs. Models which violate this assumption exploit what we call thememory
loophole. We focus on the strongest type of violation, which uses thetwo-sidedmemory loophole, in which the
hidden variables for pairn can depend on the previous measurement choices and outcomes in both wings of the
experiment. We show that the two-sided memory loophole allows a systematic violation of the Clauser-Horne-
Shimony-Holt ~CHSH! inequality when the data are analyzed in the standard way, but cannot produce a
violation if a CHSH expression depending linearly on the data is used. In the first case, the maximal CHSH
violation becomes small as the number of particle pairs tested becomes large. Hence, although in principle the
memory loophole implies a slight flaw in the existing analyses of Bell experiments, the data still strongly
confirm quantum mechanics against local hidden variables. We consider also a related loophole, thesimulta-
neous measurement loophole, which applies if all measurements on each side are carried out simultaneously.
We show that this can increase the probability of violating the linearized CHSH inequality as well as other
Bell-type inequalities.
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I. THE MEMORY LOOPHOLE

Bell’s work @1# in the early 1960s made precise the sen
in which classical intuitions based on the principles of s
cial relativity conflict with quantum theory. Theoretical an
experimental investigations have continued ever since, le
ing, inter alia, to the understanding of entanglement as
quantifiable resource of fundamental importance for qu
tum cryptography, communication, and computation.

The experiment analyzed by Bell is the following@1#. A
source prepares a pair of particles in some entangled s
One particle is sent to Alice and one to Bob, Alice and B
being situated far from each other. When the particle arri
at Alice, Alice subjects it to a measurementX, chosen by her
at random amongst many possible measurementsA1 , A2,
etc. Similarly, Bob subjects his particle to a measuremenY
selected by him at random amongst many possible meas
mentsB1 , B2, etc. The experiment is repeated many tim
Everything is arranged such that each pair of measurem
performed by Alice and Bob is spacelike separated. After
experiment ends, Alice and Bob come together and comp
their results.

Bell asked whether the correlations between the result
the measurements predicted by quantum mechanics ca
explained by any classical model. More precisely, he form
lated a model, known as alocal hidden variable model,
which is supposed to describeall possible waysin which
classical systems can generate correlated answers in a
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periment as above. He then went on to prove that quant
mechanical correlations cannot be obtained from suc
model.

The key words above areall possible ways. To guarantee
that one has found all possible ways in which a system m
behave is problematic, and formally not a well-defined sta
ment. Nevertheless, Bell’s model, which we describe in
tail below, is very powerful, and it has been generally a
cepted that it covers indeed all possibilities. Here, howev
we argue that there are possibilities that have not been
counted for in Bell’s model, which rely in one way or an
other on what, for reasons that will be obvious, we call t
memory loophole.

The rest of our paper is organized as follows. In this s
tion we describe Bell’s original hidden variable model a
present the memory loophole. In Sec. II, we introduce
inequality that is equivalent to the Clauser-Horne-Shimo
Holt ~CHSH! inequality @2# and define some terms. In Se
III, we summarize the results of the paper. In Secs. IV to
we analyze the inequality from the point of view of Bell
original model and various different versions of the memo
loophole. We show that the probability of violating a sta
dard CHSH inequality is affected by the loophole, but th
the effect is not significant for a large sample. Finally, in S
VII, we consider a related loophole which arises in expe
ments in which allN measurements on each side are ma
simultaneously. Section VIII concludes.

The model proposed by Bell is the following. When tw
particles are prepared at the source in some~entangled! state
C, they both receive an indexl which is called alocal
hidden variable. This index is chosen at random according
some distributionr(l). The hidden variable essentially pre
scribes, in alocal way, how the particles behave when su

-
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jected to different measurements. That is, when Alice s
jects her particle to a measurementA, the particle gives an
outcome a according to some probability distributio
P(a;A,l), which depends on the measurementA and on the
hidden variablel but not on the measurementB performed
by Bob on his particle or on the resultb of this measurement
Similarly, Bob’s particle yields an outcomeb according to
the probability distributionP(b;B,l), which depends on the
measurementB to which it is subjected and on the hidde
variable l but not on A or a. The joint probability
P(a,b;A,B) that the particles yield the outcomesa and b
when subjected to the measurement ofA andB, respectively,
is then given by

P~a,b;A,B!5E dlr~l!P~a;A,l!P~b;B,l!. ~1!

The above model has been hitherto considered to desc
all possible ways in which classical particles can yield lo
distance correlations while respecting the relativistic c
straint of no superluminal signaling, which prevents Alice
particle from modifying its behavior according to what Bo
does if there is not enough time for a light signal to arri
from Bob to Alice, and vice versa. Bell showed that quant
mechanics predicts correlations which cannot be obtai
from such a model. The inconsistency of quantum the
with the hypothesis of local hidden variables is often
slightly confusingly—referred to as quantum nonlocality.

A way of testing whether or not some given correlatio
can be obtained from a local hidden variable~LHV ! model is
to test some signatures of such models, called Bell inequ
ties. The best known Bell-type inequality is the CHSH i
equality. Suppose that Alice and Bob chose at random
tween two measurementsA1 or A2 and B1 or B2,
respectively. Suppose, furthermore, that each of these m
surements has only two possible outcomes,11 and 21.
Then as CHSH have shown@2#, if the particles behave ac
cording to any LHV model,

E~A1B1!1E~A2B1!1E~A1B2!2E~A2B2!<2, ~2!

whereE(AB) denotes the expectation value of the product
the outcomes of the measurementsA and B. On the other
hand, one can find quantum-mechanical statesuC& ~for ex-
ample, any entangled pure state@3,4#! and appropriate mea
surements so that the CHSH inequality is violated. For
ample, if the stateuC& is the singlet state of two spin-~1/2!
particles,

uC&5
1

A2
~ u11&u21&2u21&u11&), ~3!

whereu11& andu21& represent the spin polarized ‘‘up’’ an
‘‘down’’ along the z axis, one can find appropriate spin me
surements which yield

^CuA1B1uC&1^CuA2B1uC&1^CuA1B2uC&2^CuA2B2uC&

52A2, ~4!
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violating the LHV limit ~2!. ~Here we have used th
quantum-mechanical formula for the expectation va
E(AB)5^CuABuC&.!

Bell’s LHV model has generally been thought to cover
possible ways in which classical particles can behave.
show now, however, that this is not the case.

In order to determine correlations one has to perfo
measurements not on a single pair of particles but on m
such pairs, and gather a large number of outcomes wh
will determine the statistics. Now, according to the LH
model above, Eq.~1!, all the pairs in the ensemble areun-
correlated. This assumption appears natural from the p
spective of quantum mechanics. In quantum theory, when
have a number of pairs, each pair being described by
same wave function, the pairs are uncorrelated. However
can imagine the following scenario. A first pair of particles
emitted by the source. One of the particles arrives at Al
and it is subjected to a measurement and gives an outc
according to the LHV model~1!. However, it also leaves in
the environment information indicating to what measurem
it was subjected and what outcome it yielded. Now, whe
particle in the second pair arrives at Alice, it will read th
message and it will give an outcome that depends not o
on the measurement it is subjected to, but also on the m
sage left by the first particle, i.e., on what has happened
the first particle. Particles on Bob’s side behave in a sim
way. The consequence is that the original LHV model~1! is
now replaced by

P~a(n),b(n) u A(n),B(n)!

5E dlr~l!P~a(n) u A(n),M ,l!P~b(n) u B(n),M ,l!,

~5!

where

P~a(n)uA(n),M ,l!

5P~a(n)uA(n),A(1), . . . ,A(n21),a(1), . . . ,a(n21),l! ~6!

and

P~b(n)uB(n),M ,l!

5P~b(n) uB(n),B(1), . . . ,B(n21),b(1), . . . ,b(n21),l!.

~7!

HereM stands for the local record, ormemory, of the previ-
ous measurements. We call this a local hidden varia
model withone-sided memory.

There is a further interesting variation of Bell’s origin
model. Suppose that the source emits pairs of correlated
ticles one by one. Suppose too that on each pair Alice
Bob perform their measurements spacelike separated f
one another, so while Alice is performing her measureme
no signal can arrive from Bob’s measurement. However,
time between the measurements on the different pairs is
enough, so that by the time Alice measures hernth particle,
the particle could have received information about what
1-2
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happened in Bob’s measurements on all previous parti
(1, . . . ,n21), and similarly for Bob. One could imagin
local hidden variable models in which this information
indeed communicated and used, in which case the prob
ity in Eq. ~6! is replaced by

P~a(n) u A(n),M ,l!

5P~a(n) u A(n),A(1), . . . ,A(n21),a(1), . . . ,a(n21),

B(1), . . . ,B(n21),b(1), . . . ,b(n21),l), ~8!

and similarly for the probability on Bob’s side. This is a loc
hidden variable model withtwo-sided memory.

In principle, Bell’s original argument can be extended
render both types of memory loopholes irrelevant. We co
require that separated apparatuses are used for each pa
pair, and thateverymeasurement is spacelike separated fr
every other—but it seems unlikely that such an experim
will be done any time soon with a large enough sample
particles to demonstrate statistically significant violations
Bell inequalities. Even the much weaker constraint that al
Alice’s measurements are spacelike separated from a
Bob’s—which would exclude the two-sided but not the on
sided loophole—has not been satisfied in any experimen
date.~See, e.g., Ref.@9# and references therein!.

It is worth emphasizing that the memory loopholes d
scribed above have a different status from that of other lo
holes such as the well-known detection loophole@5# or the
recently discussed collapse locality loophole@6#. The detec-
tion loophole does not identify a problem with Bell’s loc
hidden variable modelper se, but only states that technolog
cal limitations have to be taken into account—which can
done in the framework of the original model. Similarl
given a precise theory of state reduction~which is required to
characterize the loophole precisely in the first place!, the
collapse locality loophole could be closed by carrying o
standard Bell experiments using sufficiently advanced te
nology @6#. On the other hand, although, as we have not
the memory loophole could be eliminated by new types
Bell experiments, it does highlight an intrinsic limitation o
Bell’s model as applied to standard Bell experiments. Thi
not to say that local hidden variable theories exploiting
memory loophole are necessarily more plausible than th
ries exploiting other loopholes~indeed, a contrary view can
be argued@6#!. It does, though, mean that there is need fo
reanalysis of the power of general local hidden variable th
ries in standard Bell experiments.

Another interesting theoretical question arises if Alice d
cides to measure all her particles simultaneously, and
does likewise. Since the measurements take some finite t
all the particles on Alice’s side could conceivably commu
cate with each other. Hence the outcome, given any par
n, may depend on what happened with all the other partic
~i.e., to what measurements they are subjected and what
comes are they yielding!. We call the resulting loophole th
simultaneous measurement loophole, and the LHV models
which exploit it collectiveLHV models.

One might wonder what the point of considering all the
loopholes is. Each seems to involve more conspiracy on
04211
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ture’s part than the last, and none of them appears to lea
plausible physical models. Given the importance of the B
type experiments, however, and their consequences for
world view, we feel that it is important to analyze the expe
ments as rigorously as possible and, in particular, to dis
guish between the logical impossibility and physical impla
sibility of the models.

There is another more practical motivation@7,8#. It is well
known that quantum key distribution schemes which use
tanglement have significant security advantages over o
schemes; they can also be extended by the use of qua
repeaters to allow secure key distribution over arbitrary d
tances. The security of these schemes relies crucially on
fact that the states created and measured are genuinel
tangled. The most obvious and seemingly reliable way
verify this is to use Bell-type tests as security checks wit
the protocols. However, any such tests need to be interpr
with care. If a quantum cryptosystem is acquired from a
necessarily reliable source, or possibly exposed to sabot
a cautious user must consider the possibility that devi
have been installed which use classical communication
simulate, as far as possible, the behavior of quantum sta
while allowing third parties to extract illicit information
about the key. Such devices effectively define a local hidd
variable model, and the usual criterion of physical plausib
ity no longer applies. A saboteur could set up communicat
and computing devices that use any information availa
anywhere in the cryptosystem. In particular, saboteurs m
well try to exploit memory loopholes, as well as other Be
experiment loopholes, if they could gain a significant adva
tage by so doing.

Having established, therefore, that the original version
the local hidden variable model as proposed by Bell has to
modified, we now examine the consequences.

II. CHSH-TYPE INEQUALITIES: GENERAL
CONSIDERATIONS

We first revisit the usual Bell inequalities experiments a
emphasize in more detail the statistical aspects of the m
surements.

The standard CHSH inequality is described in Eq.~2! and
it is claimed that every ordinary~i.e., as originally con-
structed by Bell! local hidden variable model must obey th
inequality.

Of course, even in an ideal experiment, an ordinary lo
hidden variable model can violate the CHSH bound. T
quantities which figure in the CHSH expression are theo
ical expectation values, which are abstract concepts. In r
ity each expectation value is determined by repeating a m
surement a large number of times and estimating
probabilities~and hence the expectation values! as frequen-
cies of events. These measured expectation values are
ject to statistical fluctuations, which can yield violations
the CHSH bound. Our first task is to examine the problem
detail, defining precisely the operational meaning of the d
ferent quantities, and get an accurate understanding of w
exactly is the meaning of the violation of Bell’s inequalitie
Only after all these are clarified will we be able to see t
1-3
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effect of the various memory loopholes. In particular, we w
see that memory can allow particles to take advantage
statistical fluctuations and build them up into a systema
bias. We will also see, however, that if the CHSH expr
sions are defined in the usual way, the biases that can thu
obtained tend to zero as the number of pairs tested increa
Moreover, we will see that a simpler linearized form of t
CHSH expressions is ‘‘memory proof,’’ in the sense that t
probability of a given level of violation is no greater fo
memory-dependent local hidden variable models than for
timally chosen memoryless models.

We use the CHSH inequality in the form@10#

PCHSH5Pc~A1 ,B1!1Pc~A1 ,B2!1Pc~A2 ,B1!1Pa~A2 ,B2!

<3 ~9!

for local hidden variable theories, wherePc(A,B) is the
probability thatA andB have the same outcome~are corre-
lated!, and Pa(A,B) is the probability thatA and B have
different outcomes~are anticorrelated!. A1 ,A2 ,B1 ,B2 are
chosen so that quantum mechanics predicts the max
value,PCHSH521A2.

What we actually mean by Eq.~9! in an experimental
context is the following. We suppose that Alice and B
perform measurements onN pairs of particles. For each o
their particles Alice and Bob choose at random what m
surement to perform,A or A8 for Alice andB or B8 for Bob.
We defineN(A,B) to be the number of pairs on which op
eratorsA andB were measured,Nc(A,B) andNa(A,B) to be
the number of times the outcomes were correlated and a
correlated in these measurements. Note that Alice and
should not prearrange the sequence of their measureme
this would introduce well-known loopholes; the entire e
periments of Alice and Bob, including the decision of wh
to measure on each particle, have to be spacelike sepa
from each other. Consequently Alice and Bob do not ha
total control on how many times a specific pair of measu
ments, say,A,B is performed, but this number,N(A,B) is a
random variable.

We define

XN5
Nc~A1 ,B1!

N~A1 ,B1!
1

Nc~A1 ,B2!

N~A1 ,B2!
1

Nc~A2 ,B1!

N~A2 ,B1!

1
Na~A2 ,B2!

N~A2 ,B2!
, ~10!

YN5
4

N
@Nc~A1 ,B1!1Nc~A1 ,B2!1Nc~A2 ,B1!

1Na~A2 ,B2!#. ~11!

XN is the experimental meaning of the CHSH inequal
~9!; the indexN denotes that the experiment has been p
formed on N pairs. Indeed, the expressio
Nc(A1 ,B1)/N(A1 ,B1) is the frequency of correlations be
tween the outcomes ofA1 and B1, and it is therefore the
experimental definition of the correlation probabili
Pc(A1 ,B1) and so on.
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Note that our definition ofXN assumes thatN(A,B).0
for all pairs of operatorsA,B. If not, XN is undefined.
Strictly speaking, our expressions for the expectation a
other functions ofXN should thus all be conditioned on th
event thatXN is defined. We will neglect this below, assum
ing thatN is large enough, so that the probability ofXN being
undefined is negligible. One could, alternatively, use an
perimental protocol which ensures thatXN is defined. For
instance, one could require that, ifN(A,B)50 for anyA,B
after N pairs have been tested, the experiment continues
further pairs untilN(A,B).0 for all A,B, and then termi-
nates. Our analyses would need to be modified slightly
apply to such a protocol, but the results would be essenti
the same.

YN is another experimental quantity closely related toXN .
The two quantities are equal if the expressionsN(Ai ,Bj ) are
equal for all i , j . For largeN, the N(Ai ,Bj ) are almost al-
ways nearly equal, and so the same is true ofXN and YN .
Although it is traditional to useXN in analyzing Bell experi-
ments,YN is in fact much better behaved and easier to a
lyze, since it is a linear expression.

III. CHSH-TYPE INEQUALITIES: EXPECTATION
VALUES AND FLUCTUATIONS

XN and YN represent quantities determined by maki
measurements on a batch ofN pairs of particles. We do no
assume that the pairs behave independently: they may
influenced by memory, and we will analyze the differe
types of memories. We are interested in the maximum p
sible expectation value ofXN and YN , and the maximum
probability of XN or YN taking a value much larger than th
expectation.

Obviously, the expectation and fluctuations ofXN andYN
could be experimentally estimated only by repeating
whole series ofN experiments a large number of times, a
then only under the assumption that different batches oN
pairs behave independently. Without some restriction on
scope of the memory loophole, we would need to allow
the possibility that any experiment we perform in the futu
could, in principle, be influenced by the results obtained
all experiments to date.

Those who require probabilities to have a frequency
terpretation in order to be meaningful may thus have so
difficulty interpreting the results of memory loophole anal
ses. The only certain way to circumvent this difficulty wou
be to set up many spacelike separated experiments. On
other hand, if probability is viewed simply as a measure
the plausibility of a theory, there is no interpretational dif
culty. As we will see, it can be shown that the probability
obtaining experimental data consistent with quantum the
given a local hidden variable theory using a memory loo
hole, for a large sample, is extremely small. Since the cum
lative data in Bell experiments are indeed consistent w
quantum theory, we conclude that they effectively refute
hypothesis of memory-dependent local hidden variables—
long, of course, as these hidden variables are assumed
also to exploit other well-known loopholes such as the
tector efficiency loophole.
1-4
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The results for which we have complete proofs can
summarized in the following table:

LHV Model E(XN) P(X̂N.5d) E(YN) P(ŶN.d)

Memoryless <3 ,5 f N
d <3 , f N

d

1-sided
Memory

,31o(N21/21e) ,5 f N
d <3 , f N

d

Collective ? ? <3 ?

2-sided
Memory

,31o(N21/21e) ,5 f N
d <3 , f N

d

Here X̂N5XN23, ŶN5YN23, and we have simplified
the presentation by takingd to be small enough that (3
1d),(315d)(12d). The expressiono(N21/21e) denotes
a term that asymptotically tends to zero faster thanN21/21e

for any e.0, and

f N
d 5

1

A2p

A3

dAN
expS 2

1

6
d2ND . ~12!

The proofs are given in the following sections.
The significance of these results is as follows. The mem

ryless case represents the results for standard local hi
variables which behave independently for each pair. The
sult E(XN)<3 is the standard expression of the CHSH
equality. Although values ofXN larger than 3 can be exper
mentally obtained from a local hidden variable model, t
probability of obtaining 31d decreases exponentially a
5 f N

d . Hence, for a givend and sufficiently largeN, observing
31d when performingN experiments can be taken as a ve
good confirmation of the fact that it is not due to an LH
model. In the memoryless case,E(YN)<3 and the fluctua-
tions also decrease exponentially.

In the two-sided memory case, the expectation value
YN again satisfiesE(YN)<3. Hence the existence o
memory makes no difference here. Memory also makes
difference to the fluctuations: they still decrease expon
tially. On the other hand, the expectation value ofXN can be
larger than in the standard memoryless case. Hypothetic
if Bell experiments are analyzed by usingXN and the effect
of the memory loophole is neglected, a two-sided mem
LHV model could mistakenly be interpreted as exhibiti
nonlocality. Fortunately, we can put an upper bound of

E~XN!<315N21/21e15A3/2pN2eexp~2N2e/6!
~13!

for any smalle.0. Thus, for large enoughN, XN is almost
as good asYN at distinguishing quantum theory from loc
hidden variable models.

In the one-sided memory case, we can use the two-s
memory results to show thatYN is unaffected by the pres
ence of memory, andXN is affected in a negligible way fo
sufficiently largeN. Actually, we have not succeeded in fin
ing a one-sided memory model for whichE(XN) or P(X̂N
.d) are larger than the maximal values attainable by mem
ryless models for anyN. We thus cannot exclude the poss
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bility that one-sided memory is of no use at all in helpin
LHV models come closer to reproducing quantum mech
ics.

In the collective case,E(YN)<3. However, we present a
collective LHV model which has bigger fluctuations than a
possible without memory. To have a reliable test of non
cality, we need the fluctuations to become small asN gets
large. We conjecture that this is indeed the case: however
question marks in the table reflect the fact that we have
rigorous proof.

IV. CHSH-TYPE INEQUALITIES IN BELL’S NO MEMORY
MODEL

We first revisit the derivation of the CHSH inequality i
Bell’s model, using techniques that will be useful for analy
ing the different memory models.

We first recall how these quantities are interpreted in st
dard analyses, when the Bell pairs are measured sequen
and the memory loophole is neglected. LetZN be a binomi-
ally distributed variable withN trials, each of which has the
two possible outcomes 0 and 1, with probabilitypÞ0,1 of
outcome 1 for each: The normal approximation to the bin
mial distribution gives us that

P~ZN.pN1zANp@12p# !→12N ~z! ~14!

asN→`, where

N ~z!5
1

A2p
E

2`

z

expS 2
1

2
y2Ddy ~15!

is the normal distribution function, which obeys

12N ~z!'
1

A2p
z21expS 2

1

2
z2D . ~16!

For largeN, and forz large compared to 1 and small com
pared toN1/2, the errors in these approximations are sm
and can be rigorously bounded@11#. Below we considerN
andz in these ranges and neglect the error terms, which m
no essential difference to the discussion.

Now

YN5
4

N (
n51

N

YN
n , ~17!

where

YN
n 5dc

n~A1 ,B1!1dc
n~A1 ,B2!1dc

n~A2 ,B1!1da
n~A2 ,B2!.

~18!

Heredc
n(A,B) is 1 if A andB are measured at thenth round

and found to be the same, and 0 otherwise, andda
n(A,B) is 1

if A and B are measured at thenth round and found to be
different, and 0 otherwise.

In a memoryless local hidden variable theory, theYN
n are

independent random variables taking values 0 or 1. We h
that
1-5
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E„dc
n~A1 ,B1!…5

1

4
pc

n~A1 ,B1!, ~19!

wherepc
n(A1 ,B1) is the probability thatA15B1 if ( A1 ,B1)

is measured at thenth trial, and similarly for the other three
terms in Eq.~18!. So, from Eq.~2! we have that

yn5E~YN
n !5

PCHSH

4
<

3

4
. ~20!

Clearly, for anyN and anyd.0, the probabilityP(YN.3
1d) is maximized when theYN

n are identically distributed,
with yn53/4 for all n. For smalld we have that

P~YN.31d!5P~NYN/4.3N/41dN/4!

'12N ~dAN/A3!'
1

A2p

A3

dAN

3expS 2
1

6
d2ND ~21!

for large N, which tends to zero fast asN→`. A similar
argument shows that quantum mechanics predicts
P(YN,21A22d) tends to zero fast. A long run of exper
ments can thus distinguish quantum mechanics and mem
less local hidden variables with near certainty.

Although the analysis ofYN is simpler and arguably mor
natural, Bell experiments are traditionally interpreted via
quantityXN . Since

ES Nc~A,B!

N~A,B! D5 (
n51

N

p„N~A,B!5n…

3
E„Nc~A,B!uN~A,B!5n…

n

5 (
n51

N

p„N~A,B!5n…
nPc~A,B!

n
5Pc~A,B!,

~22!

and similarlyE(Na(A,B)/N(A,B))5Pa(A,B), Eqs.~2! and
~10! imply that E(XN)<3. ~Recall that we assume then
50 terms in these sums have negligible probability.!

Moreover, since

P„N~A,B!,N/4@12d#…'
A3

dA2pN
expS 2

1

6
d2ND ,

~23!

we have that

PS XN.
1

12d
YND&

4A3

dA2pN
expS 2

1

6
d2ND ~24!

and

PS XN.
31d

12d D&
5A3

dA2pN
expS 2

1

6
d2ND . ~25!

Similarly, quantum mechanics predicts thatP(XN,21A2
2d) tends to zero fast. Thus, for largeN, XN distinguishes
04211
at

ry-

e

the predictions of quantum mechanics and memoryless l
hidden variables almost as well asYN does.

V. THE TWO-SIDED MEMORY LOOPHOLE

Now we consider the case where the LHV model forN
trials is allowed to exploit the memory loophole, predictin
results at each round of measurement, which may dep
upon the previous measurements and outcomes on
sides.

Since Eqs.~19! and ~20! still hold, we have that

E~YN!5
4

N (
n51

N

E~YN
n !<

4

N (
n51

N
3

4
53. ~26!

Thus memory does not help increaseE(YN). We shall
now show that it does not help the probability of a lar
fluctuation inYN . First, we note thatYN is just ~a constant
times! the sum ofYN

n , whereYN
n is a random variable at the

nth trial. Now, YN
n can only take values of 0 or 1. To max

mize the probability of a largeYN , we should try to maxi-
mize the probability of eachYN

n being 1. This at first appear
complicated, since with memory LHV models there will b
correlations betweenP(YN

n 51) for differentn. The key is to
note that, regardless of what happens in later rounds, fo
LHV memory models,

P~YN
n 51uevents in trials 1, . . . ,n21!<3/4. ~27!

This is because, for any fixed set of events in the ear
rounds, the model in roundn is just an LHV model, whose
probabilities have been chosen with no prior knowledge
the measurements which will be performed in roundn, and
must therefore satisfy the CHSH inequality.

It follows that, for anyN and anyd.0, the probability
P(YN.31d) is maximized whenP(YN

n 51)53/4 for all n.
But an LHV model can maximize the probability thatYN

n

51, for anyn, by a strategy independent of the outcomes
the previous measurements, for instance, by predicting
outcome 1 for any measurement on either side. SinceYN

n

50 or 1, any such strategy maximizes the probabil
P(YN.31d), and so Eq.~21! still holds even when the
memory loophole is taken into account. The memory loo
hole does not alter the distinguishability of the predictions
quantum mechanics and local hidden variables, ifYN is used
as the correlation measure, since neither the maximal ex
tation nor the maximal variance ofYN are increased by
memory-dependent strategies.

Now let us turn toXN . We know that if the particles are
described by identical LHV models, thenE(XN)<3. Also,
even when the particles have memory, Eqs.~23!–~25! hold.
Suppose we taked5N21/21e, for some smalle.0, and let
N be large enough so that (31d)/(12d),315d. Then
from Eq. ~25!, sinceXN is always bounded by 4, we hav
that

E~XN!<4P~XN.315d!1~315d!@12P~XN.315d!#

&315N21/21e15A3/2pN2eexp~2N2e/6!, ~28!
1-6
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so thatE(XN)23 is bounded by a term that decays fas
thanN21/21e for any e.0. This means that no LHV mode
can produceE(XN) much above 3 for largeN; it also means
that theXN remain efficient discriminators of quantum m
chanics and local hidden variable theories even when
memory loophole is taken into account.

So far we have shown that the memory loophole ma
no essential difference to Bell inequalities, so long as we
a large number of particles. We shall now show that if
only use a small number of particles, the two-sided mem
loophole does indeed make a difference. We shall giv
memory-dependent LHV model withE(XN).3. To con-
struct a simple example, we take a model which givesXN
53 with certainty, and modify it a little so that the expect
tion increases above 3. We setN5101. We can getX101
53 with certainty, simply by outputting11 regardless of
the observables measured. Our model is identical to this
except for the case when, after 100 measurements, we
measured (A1 ,B1), (A1 ,B2), and (A2 ,B1) 33 times each,
and (A2 ,B2) once. Our model is allowed memory, so that
can count how many times the various observables are m
sured, and thus tell when this is the case. In this~rather
unlikely! case, this model will output11 on sideA regard-
less of the measurement, andB1511, if measured, while
B2521, if measured.

The two models will give identical values forX101 unless
the above unusual state of affairs occurs after 100 rou
Conditioned upon this event occurring, the first model s
has an expectation ofX101 equal to 3, whereas the secon
model has slightly more, almost 25/8. Since the expecta
of the present model is 3 in all other cases, this increases
unconditional expectation of the second model to v
slightly greater than 3.

The intuition behind the modification is that if one term
XN @e.g., Nc(A1 ,B1)/N(A1 ,B1)] has a small denominato
compared to another term, then we will gain more by
creasing the numerator in the term with the small denom
tor than in the term with the big denominator.

Now that we have this model withE(XN).3, it is easy to
see how to modify it to make a model that does better. T
idea is to start trying to increase the numerator in the b
places from the start. In each round, there are four poss
pairs of observables which could be measured@(A1 ,B1),
(A1 ,B2), etc.#. We can send a list that is guaranteed to g
the correct sort of correlation or anticorrelation to at m
three of the possible pairs, where we can choose which o
So at each stage our model must choose one pair whic
measured, will give the wrong sort of correlation. After a
the measurements are finished, the model would like to g
the ‘‘incorrect’’ correlation to the pair of observables whic
has been measured most~since this term has the biggest d
nominator!. There is no way for it to be sure of doing thi
since it does not know at the start which pair will be me
sured most. So, our model simply guesses.

More precisely, the improved model is as follows. In t
first round of measurements it gives the outcome11, what-
ever is measured. From the second round it looks to
which pair, e.g., (A1 ,B2), has been measured most, and
ranges that if that pair is measured in the next round,
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correlations will be incorrect, whereas if any other pair
measured in the next round the correlations will be correc
is easy to see that this model producesE(XN).3 for all N
large enough so that there is a negligible probability of o
of the four observable pairs not being measured. Of cou
our earlier bounds imply thatE(XN)→3 asN→`. We con-
jecture that the model produces the maximum value
E(XN) attainable by a local hidden variable theory with tw
sided memory.

VI. THE ONE-SIDED MEMORY LOOPHOLE

We comment briefly on the case of the one-sided mem
loophole, represented by a model of the form~5!. We do not
know whether such models can increase the value ofE(XN)
above 3, or come any closer to simulating quantum the
than memoryless LHV models. Note, however, that on
sided memory models are a restricted class of the two-s
memory models, and thus all the upper bounds proven
two-sided models still apply. In particular,E(YN)<3, and
Eq. ~21! still holds, i.e., P(YN.31d)'(1/A2p)
3(A3/dAN)exp(21

6d
2N). These are in fact tight bounds

since they can be obtained without any memory.
The two-sided bounds also apply forXN . However, we do

not know whether they are tight: it may be that one-sid
memory LHV models are no more powerful than memo
less LHV models.

VII. SIMULTANEOUS MEASUREMENT LOOPHOLE

Although we have seen that the memory loophole giv
LHV models some small wiggle room, it makes little esse
tial difference. BothYN andXN remain efficient discrimina-
tors between the predictions of quantum mechanics and
LHV models in the presence of the memory loophole. O
might conjecture that this is also true of the simultaneo
measurement loophole, and that this can be shown by es
tially the same argument.

However, things are more complicated. It is true th
E(YN)<3, since Eq.~26! still holds, following the same
reasoning as before. However, the fluctuations cannot
dealt with so easily. Our arguments to date have relied on
fact thatP(YN

n 51)<3/4 holds true in any LHV model, no
just a priori, but after conditioning on events up to roun
(n21), even when the memory loophole allows the beh
ior of the roundn LHVs to depend on the earlier results. I
particular, we have that

P~YN
n 51 u YN

n215 i n21 , . . . ,Y1
N5 i 1!<3/4 ~29!

for any values ofi 1 , . . . ,i n21, in any memory-dependen
LHV model.

However, the derivation of Eq.~29! relies on the fact that
results from earlier rounds are necessarily uncorrelated w
measurement choices from later rounds. This need no
true when the simultaneous measurement loophole can
exploited, as the following simple example illustrates.

Take N52, and consider simultaneously measured lo
hidden variables with the following outcome rules: on si
1-7
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A, the outcomes are (1,1) unless the operators measure
(A1,A2), when the outcomes are (1,0); on sideB, the out-
comes are (1,1) unless the operators measured are (B2,B1),
when the outcomes are (0,1).

Here the outcomes and operators are ordered so tha
example, an outcome (i , j ) means thati was obtained on the
relevant particle from the first pair, andj was obtained on the
relevant particle from the second pair. The pairs themse
are ordered by some convention: it does not matter which
long as the ordering is consistent on each side.

It is easy to verify that, in this model,

P~Y2
151 and Y2

251!510/16, ~30!

whereas Eq.~29! would imply

P~Y2
151 and Y2

251!<9/16. ~31!

In other words, the simultaneous memory loophole allows
LHV model to increase the probability of getting a larg
than expected value forY2, beyond that attainable by an
model in which theYN

n are independent random variable
The arguments of the preceding sections thus no longer
ply.

We conjecture, nonetheless, that the predictions of qu
tum mechanics and of local hidden variables using the sim
taneous measurement loophole can be discriminated byYN
for largeN. If so, then in theory, the detector efficiency loo
hole could be countered by setting up an experiment
which a single pair of photons simulatesN spin singlet
states: i.e., many degrees of freedom of a single pair of p
tons are entangled, so that the joint state is isomorphic to
state ofN singlets. One could then choose random meas
ments on each photon, which simulate independent meas
ments on individual photons in theN singlets. Ignoring~ad-
mittedly somewhat unrealistically! losses in the beam
splitters used to set up the measurements, this means
results for allN simulated singlets are obtained whenever
detectors on both sides fire. If both detectors are of efficie
f, this will happen with probabilityf 2—a gain off 2N22 over
the probability of obtaining a full set of results ifN pairs of
photons were separately measured. Choosing smalle, and
takingN such thatP(YN.31e)! f 2 for any collective local
hidden variable model would allow the hypothesis of colle
tive local hidden variables to be refuted in a single succes
experiment~which will take approximatelyf 22 attempts!.

A strategy for combatting detector efficiency which us
the same basic idea of working with a highly entangled s
of two photons, but is conceptually rather different, has b
proposed by Massar@12#.
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VIII. CONCLUSION

We have seen that in the analysis of Bell-type expe
ments, one ought to allow for the possibility that the partic
have memory, in the sense that outcomes of measurem
on the nth pair of particles depend on both measurem
choices and outcomes for the 1st,. . . ,(n21)th pairs. The
standard form for local hidden variable models, origina
due to Bell and summarized in Eq.~1!, does not allow for
this possibility, so a new analysis is needed. We have dis
guished one-sided and two-sided versions of this looph
and shown that in the two-sided case, a systematic viola
of a Bell-type inequality can be obtained. In the case of
CHSH inequality, however, we have derived an upper bou
on the probability of large deviations and thereby shown t
the expected violation tends to zero as the number of par
pairs tested becomes large. Thus the CHSH inequality is
bust against the memory loophole and the corresponding
perimental tests remain good discriminators between qu
tum mechanics and local hidden variables—there is no n
to design improved experiments in which more~or even all!
measurements are spacelike separated from one anothe

We have also shown that if the analysis is performed
terms of the quantitiesYN , rather thanXN , then the memory
models give no advantage over standard, memoryless, l
hidden variables. Finally, we have considered a related lo
hole, the simultaneous measurement loophole, which wo
arise if Alice and Bob each performed all their measureme
simultaneously, thus allowing for collective local hidde
variables. We have seen that in this case, the probability
significant deviation above the CHSH bound can be lar
than would be allowed for a standard local hidden varia
model. However, we suspect that this extra freedom is sm
in the sense that the predictions of collective local hidd
variables can be distinguished from those of quantum m
chanics for a large enough number of particle pairs.

Note added. After this work was completed, we becam
aware of independent work by Gill@13#, in which similar
bounds on the probabilities of simulating quantum
mechanical results via memory loophole local hidden va
able models are presented. The existence of the mem
loophole was independently noticed by Accardi and Reg
@14#, whose speculation that it might allow local hidden va
ables to simulate quantum mechanics is refuted by G
~and our! analyses.
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